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Looking for Toners? Here's what we offer... 
 

Best Price  
 
We monitor online pricing at sites like Supreme Basics, Grand & Toy,  Best 
Buy and Staples to ensure lower prices for our customers. 
 
Best Inventory 
 
We represent most major printer suppliers like HP, Brother, Canon, Lexmark 
Okidata, Xerox, Dell, and Epson.  
 
Worried about getting toner? When supplies are tight  we can call on 
a large dealer network to produce product.  
 
Best Quality & Good for the Environment 
 
We are associated with a top quality toner remanufacturer in Mississauga. 
 
They use the best available parts,  including toner powders from North 
America. We are proud to be part of the new provincial “Made in Ontario” 
initiative.  
 
And - we pick up your empty cartridges for FREE! They will go to our 
recycling affiliate to be rebuilt if possible. 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

Best Customer Service: 

Call us! We answer our phones!  No need to spend time  on hold or  
waiting for an “online chat.” 

Need delivery - it is always fast and always free in the GTA 

Our delivery staff will install toners/drums and reset the printer counters 
at no charge so you can continue printing 

We are often asked and answer toner and print quality questions and 
provide free expert advice 

See our question page for examples 

 

Best Expertise: 

Dominion Business Machines has been helping Toronto area offices for more 
than 90 years. 

We have some of Canada’s best office machine technicians repairing 
equipment for our customers. We are an Authorized HP partner, a Brother 
Authorized dealer and we represent most other printer manufacturers.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

About Our Company 

We are a family business which was started in the early 1900’s by J. C. 
Sanderson. He brought some of the first typewriters into Canada and was  
the grandfather of the current managers, Doug and Jim Sanderson.  
 

 Here are common questions we receive from customers: 

 
Do I buy the least cost toner or the more expensive high yield toner? 
What is the difference between an “original “ and a remanufactured toner? 
What do I do with a problem toner? 
Is toner a carcinogen? (cancer causing) 
What is a drum?  Are there drums in all printers? 
Is there a fuser in all printers? 
Why does my new toner still show poor work like gaps and lines? 
How many pages can I print with this toner and how is the page count 
measured? 
 
 
Answering questions like these is just one of the ways we help our 
customers. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

A Brief Printer & Toner History 

When did printers come on the market? 

Most of today's computer printers evolved from electronic typewriters in the 
arly 1980’s. Manufacturers like Olympia, Smith Corona, Brother, Panasonic 
and IBM (Lexmark) all produced typewriter computer connections (parallel 
interfaces). The keyboards were then dropped to form a daisywheel printer. 
Next the print heads were modified into a new form,  dot matrix but both 
types of printers were noisy. 
 
Early laser printers were developed by Xerox and IBM in the late 1960’s, but 
Hewlett Packard became the industry leader in 1984 with the introduction of 
the HP “laserjet” series. It cost $3,000.00  and had a toner yield of 3,000 
pages. Inkjet printers were invented in Japan by a worker at Canon in the  
late 1970’s and continue to be part of the printer market. 
 
Our company Dominion Business Machines began as Dominion Typewriter 
and was part of this evolution from typewriters to printers. We continue 
to sell and service this technology today. 
We want to hear from you  and help you succeed!  
 
416-364-2978                  
www. dominionbusiness.com 
Doug Sanderson – MBA    
Mobile: 416- 676-7203  
Fax: 416-264-4679 
Email: dougs@dominionbusiness.ca 
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